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Womonwrites Spring 2018 Planners’  Meeting Notes 

February 3, 2018 at East Lake Commons, Atlanta, GA 

9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

Attendance: Carmen,  Joa,  Lorraine, Salamander, Andrea D, Drea, Rose,Gail, Jill, 

Barbara V, Brownie, Lynn T, Adriana, Leaf, Charlene, Libby, Wild Jean, Meredith, 

Eleanor 

(Meredith, Adriana, Jill, and Eleanor could not be present for the entire meeting) 

 

Coordinators:  Carmen Rose Ward (chaired) and Joa March (speaker order-keeper) 
 

Lorraine Fontana (recorded minutes) 

 

I. WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS – each woman said her name and something 

positive about her experience at WW 

 

II. POSITIVE FEEDBACK FROM 2017 EVALUATIONS 

           A. the friendships 

           B. workshops 

           C. Love 

           D. safe space 

           E. the food was awesome 

           F. the readings were incredible, loving, vivid, emotional 

           G. porch conversations 

           H. no content alert time 

III. TREASURER’S REPORT 

           A. At first the Treasurer, Meredith, was not yet present, and Carmen had 

problems with trying to print out the file that M sent her, so there was no written report. 

           B. Bottom line: we lost money on Spring 2017 (net loss = $188), but made 

money on Fall 2017 (profit = $1,657) 

           C. After Meredith arrived we learned our bank balance is $26,827.99 (at Bank of 

America)and that she is unclear who else, besides her, can sign checks and do 

business for WW with the bank.  She will find out, and then remove old names of 

women no longer involved and make sure there are at least 2-3 women who are 

currently check-signers. 

           D. MOTION (passed unanimously): All financial information, including balance, 

be made available in written report form at each WW Planner Meeting.  There was 

some concern over the original reason for not stating bank balance on reports – that 

seeing we had a good amount of money would mean less money given to WW and 
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some saying “they can afford me paying less”. We decided that transparency and trust 

won out over worry about such an outcome. 

           E. request made by Meredith to spend money to buy two new cutting boards for 

the kitchen crew (because the currently used ones were falling apart) - this was ok’d 

(we will also look for other cutting boards that may be in the storage so we have back-

ups) 

IV. PARKING PASS PLANNER NEEDED – Andrea volunteered to keep track of this 

money for parking passes (separate from the registration $) and make sure each car 

parked in the camp has a tag. 

(V. SECURITY PLANNER NEEDED – Barbara V volunteered) -  This position does 

not exist. Madison said it was not left off- it was dissolved. Thank you Barbara for 

volunteering. 

VI. T-SHIRT DESIGN FOR 40TH WW 

           A. Four designs were presented for consideration: 

                       1. Gail R’s Statue of Liberty idea 

                       2. Carmen’s Tree-rings  pine  idea 

                       3. Joa’s peace symbol in sun-wheel idea 

                       4. Barbara V’s  feathered pen…down to PC with symbols idea 

           B. initial vote had #1, 2, and 3 tied (all with 6 votes; #4 got no votes) so near the 

end of the meeting we put those numbers in a hat and drew for first draw to be on t-shirt 

(#2) and 2nd draw to be cover of anthology (#3) 

VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION FROM 2017 EVALUATIONS & TOWN HALL 

           A. Change work requirement from 2 work shifts to three 

                       1. Factors considered/discussed: number of days in attendance, 

disability, physical capacity limitations with aging 

                       2. MOTION (passed unanimously):  That there be a sliding work-shift 

scale based on number of days one will be in attendance (if 1-2 days, then 1-3 shifts; if 

3 or more days, then 2-4 shifts), and the list of shifts will include a marker (letters P/L in 

circle to stand for “physical limitations”) next to all work shifts that the coordinators 

determine are more physically demanding.  [that determination to be made outside the 

meeting, and all attendees encouraged to judge their own ability to give more if they are 

able, and less if they are incapacitated.] 

           B. Give a Raise to the cooks  

                       1. the last pay amount was raised from $2,000 to $2,100 because there 

were three women doing this and that made payment easier ($700 each). 

                       2. we are currently in the midst of a search for cook(s) and some wanted 

to raise the amount offered, and/or have more money available to negotiate with 

                       3. FACTORS considered: 
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                                   a. head cook vs. helpers (this was decided as irrelevant as the 

amount would be offered to the head cook and she would decide how many helpers she 

wanted/needed to hire) 

                                  b. total number of hours worked including food buying and other 

prep (which included 10-12 hrs/day and at least 8 hrs pre-conference) 

                                   c. make sure it’s a living wage? 

                                   d. add a travel stipend? (tax considerations of this rather than 

raising pay itself) 

                                   e. should we look for best deal and/or negotiate or not? 

                       4. MOTION (passed: Y-12, N-2, Abstain-2): We will increase the cook’s 

pay to $2,600 for 2018 

           C. Big Sister program – concerns that lack of info to newcomers means errors 

(e.g. REALLY locking the gate at night, rather than fake-locking it) or violations of 

policy/rules 

MOTION (passed unanimously):  Printed newcomer info be at the registration table and 

specifics about the “fake gate closing be added to that summary. 

           D. Reaching out to increase diversity of lesbians – this proved to be an emotional 

and educational discussion using not only voices in the room, but postings on 

Facebook, writing by others not present, and WW past history. Two written messages 

on gender issues from Sage and LJ were read.  Discussion re “women” vs “lesbian” vs 

“others” language; the meaning of gender identity vs gender expression; “calling in, 

rather than calling out” (first suggested by sister-friend Loretta Ross) and using 

inclusive/welcoming language (e.g. all who self-identify as woman or lesbian are 

welcome) rather than negative language (e.g. no cis-men allowed); fear and/or 

discomfort in being in space with trans women with penis’ or male energy; and much 

more. 

MOTION: (passed: Y-14, N-2 Abst-2) With the following word changes: 

"INCLUSIVENESS 

Womonwrites is committed to providing an atmosphere where everyone feels welcome and is 

encouraged to participate at their desired level. We continue to review our policies, behaviors, 

activities, and attitudes toward these goals. Within workshops and throughout the conference, we 

will engage in some facilitated and some unfacilitated discussions to stimulate and assist in shifting 

our internal and external experiences with outreach and inclusiveness related to but not limited to 

race, age, gender expression, gender identity, class, ability, and ethnicity.  

Founded as a lesbian writers’ conference and reflecting lesbian values, Womonwrites is a gathering 

of lesbian writers and others who may identity differently but know they belong at a lesbian writers’ 

conference." 
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MOTION #2 (passed unanimously): The new inclusivity statement decided on above will 

be be put on a poster board and posted at the entrance to WW (Sal agreed to take this 

on and ask for Dancing Water to help with it). Madison offered to create this with the 

other signage. 

           E. vendor first come-first served (re selecting space for their products) – some 

felt this policy is unfair – those that come early always get nearly all the hallway wall 

space. After experiences shared re this problem, we decided to use our facilitator to 

work on this with artists/sellers involved. 

           F. Smoking space on the porch – 

                       1. some had complained that the whole porch was being taken up (rather 

than the original R-side only idea), and therefore the rule re no smoking 10 yards from a 

workshop area was being violated. 

                       2. ideas considered: 

                                   a. have smoking limited to table on r-side of porch, furthest away 

from the smoke-free walkway onto the porch 

                                   b. have a smoking tent set up somewhere away from the porches 

where workshops happen (ask the smokers to decide where to put it) 

                                   c. set up two tables down on the ground beside the porch for 

smoking (that still means smoke from area will seek the windows on the side of the 

building and enter there) 

                                   d. bring the issue to a town hall so smokers can be in on the 

decision (town hall is what sent this issue to planners) 

                       3. (a) was finally agree to - MOTION (passed: Y-15,N-2): Smoking will 

only be allowed on the R-side of the porch and a sign will be posted saying “No smoking 

allowed on the L-side of this porch” (or something to that effect). Lorraine volunteered to 

make such a sign(s). 

           G. use Square, Paypal or monthly payments for registration will be referred to 

treasurer and registration 

VIII. PLANNER SHARE OUT – we went around the circle to see if any planner had 

something to share or ask re their area of concern. 

Info from Rose re communications network in WW: 

-          Gave out flyer for Spring 2018 WW and asked each of us to copy and 

distribute/post 

-          Listed ways for women to communicate with us/get info: Wordpress blog 

connections (Madison is now following and responding to comments/posts/questions 

made there); the yahoo WW discussion group (one can ask to join this…not automatic); 

the WW google group – all entered into it when they give their email address at 

registration (over 260 women now in this group). 
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Coordinators and chairwomen were thanked, and all helped to clean/tidy up…and give 

hugs before departing. 
 

 


